
Capo 3rd fret 

 

G 

There's a long covid train, comin down the line, 

                               Em       G 

Feeding off the souls that are mask denyin' 

G 

Trails of germs in the air remains, 

                            D           G 

Watch out brother for that long covid train, 

 

 

[Verse 2] 

 

G 

You can Look to Dr Fauci you can look to Dr Birx, 

                                   Em               G 

You can find them starin at your social distance quirks, 

G 

There is protection and there's peace the same, 

                              D           G 

Draw up your vaccine for that long covid train, 

 

 

[Chorus] 

 

G 

Don’t you know there's victory in CDC, 

                D 

Victory in the FDA, 

Em               G             C    G 

Pass around the purell so no virus remains 

    Em       G             D           G 

And don't go ridin on that long covid train, 

 

[Verse 3] 

 

G 

There's an engineer on that long covid train, 

                           Em                G 

Makin you wonder if quaran-tine is worth the pain, 

G 

He's just a waitin only six feet away, 

                      D           G 

Will you ride on that long covid train 

 

[Chorus] 

 

G 

Don’t you know there's victory in CDC, 

                D 

Victory in the FDA, 

Em                 G             C    G 

Pass around the purell so no virus remains 

    Em       G             D           G 

And don't go ridin on that long covid train, 

 



 

[Lead] 

 

G - Em - G - D - G 

 

 

[Verse 4] 

 

G 

Well I can hear the store clerk from a mile away, 

                                        Em        G 

There.s no more toilet paper wont you please go away, 

G 

That train is a beauty cough and fever lay in store, 

                                D         G 

And its only destination is in-to the ER door, 

 

 

[Chorus] 

G 

Don’t you know there's victory in CDC, 

                D 

Victory in the FDA, 

Em                G             C    G 

Pass around the purell so no virus remains 

    Em       G             D           G 

And don't go ridin on that long covid train, 

 

Em                G             C    G 

Pass around the purell so no virus remains 

    Em       G             D           G 

And don't go ridin on that long covid train, 

     Em       G                D          G 

Yea watch out brother for that long covid train, 

      Em       G         D          G 

That devil's drivin that long covid train 

 


